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Early Warning/Crop Condition Assessment Project personnel.
1.3 DEVELOPING ORGANIZATION
Lockheed Engineering and Management Services Company, Inc. - S. 0. O'Brien
1.4 COMPUTER FACILITY
The LACVIN processor runs on a DEC POP 11/70 computer system under the IAS
operating system. It is implemented on the USDA FAS computer facility in Houston,
Texas.
1.5 REFERENCES
1.5.1 NOAA Polar Orbiter Data (Tiros N) Users Guide Preliminary Version -
January 1979.
1.5.2 DEC-II-LMFUA-B-D Fortran IV Users Guide
2. DESCRIPTION
2.1 PURPOSE
The purpose of LACVIN is to calculate vegetatiin index numbers on the LAC/HRPT
data for selected IJ grid sections which have been stored on disk.
2.2 USAGE
The LAWN processor is set up to run as a batch job. The input will be a disk
file containing pixels selected from the LAC/HRPT tapes by the LACREG processor
and a control card deck. The VIN numbers will be calculated according to a
user-specified option where
Option 1	 VIN - Channel(B) - Channel (A)
and
Option 2	 VIN - ( Channel (B^ - Charnel A * 100Channel	 + Channe l
The data will be screened before processing for the ^ 1 N as follows:
Channel 1 and 2 data:
Values greater than 500 are set to 251
Values less than 501 are divided by 2 then all values for
Channel 1 are screened using an equation of the general form:
COS((Z 1
 + Z2)/2)
where Z1 . = solar Zenith ante for start of IJ section
Z2	solar Zenith angle for stop of IJ section
This equation is modified when the angles become large.
Channel 3 data:
PIX = (PIX * Slope Coef + Intercept Coef) * 100
All values <20 will be ignored.
Channel 4 data:
PIX = (PIX * Slope oef + Intercept Coef)
All values <20 will be ignored.








The data will be stored in a disk file with one 2560 word record for each of the
four channels for each IJ grid section. The format of each record is as
follows:
Word Data Type Contents
1 I I	 value
2 I J value
3 I Channel number




5-6 R Slope coefficient for this channel.
7-8 R Intercept coefficient for this channel
9-10 R Latitude for start of search interval
for this IJ data on the first line
of data for this IJ
11-12 R Longitude of start of search interval




13-14 R Zenith angle of LATLON point in words
9-10 and 11-12
15-16 R Latitude of stop point for search
interval	 for this	 IJ data on the
first scan line of data for this
	
IJ
17-18 R Longitude of stop point for search
interval	 for this
	
IJ data on the first
scan line of data for this
	
IJ




	 I	 Pixel data
3-1 1
3.1.3 CARDS
The processor requires the following system control and data cards. See
figure 1 for example.
Col 1
$JOB ERLYWARN2 LACVIW 100
$RUN LAWN
A,B	 - A and B are 1 digit channel numbers to be used in VIN
cal cul ati ons
N	 - One digit option numbers - either 1 or 2 (section 2.2)
XX	 - 2 digit number containing count of IJ values in input disk
file, range is 01 - 20, right justified.
YES or NO
	
- A histogram of the IJ data section will be given if
requested.










The user must submit the deck of cards as described above with a Batch Job Request












The output will be a LAC/HRPT VIN report. It will have one report line per
I, J processed. It will contain the following data
I - XXX J - YYY VIN - ZZ.ZZZ PIXELS AVAILABLE - NNNN 	 PIXELS USED = MMW
'r	
5_1
6. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS OR RESTRICTIONS
None
w► sA-Jsc
6-1
